National fraternity colonies to be encouraged by IFC

By Carson Agnew

The Interfraternity Conference is taking steps to encourage the establishment of new colonies of national fraternity organizations. The move is part of an expansion effort and the Expansion Committee is expected to act as a forum for discussion of this matter.

There are three reasons for the establishment of the Committee. First, the Committee will attempt to make the Constitution of the IFC more inclusive for colonies to exist and to join the IFC. Second, the group will serve to bring students together, to help to organize the new colony. Third, it will act as a clearinghouse for fraternity off-campus housing.

The Interfraternity Conference has already formed a committee to work on this matter. The Committee will be headed by Dean Whitefield, the chairman of the IFC.

Jugmobile saves concert

By John Currie

Ian and Sylvia came through with a master performance at Kresge Auditorium Saturday night, following last-minute difficulties with their sound system. The concert was organized by the Interfraternity Conference.

The Jugmobile is a group of MIT students who have been working on the sound system for the last few years.

Unfortunately, the bass player's bass didn't match up with the system, as a treble imbalance produced distortion. But Sellers was able to procure a second bass amplifier for their concert, and Sellers had built an amplifier for the Jugmobile, himself.

The Jugmobile was formed last fall by Dean Weil. The committee plans to start construction this spring.

The garden will commemorate Julie Fassett both by its location and its design. The plot, east of the Baker House tennis courts, is surrounded by a wall and hedges to isolate the area and its design. The plot consists of a 40-man house which was transformed into a garden last year.

The garden will be free to all with JP tickets, and Sylvia invited him to breakfast at the hotel. The system proved unsatisfactory and last minute adjustments were needed for the concert.
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There are three reasons for the establishment of the Committee. First, the Committee will attempt to make the Constitution of the IFC more inclusive for colonies to exist and to join the IFC. Second, the group will serve to bring students together, to help to organize the new colony. Third, it will act as a clearinghouse for fraternity off-campus housing.

The Interfraternity Conference has already formed a committee to work on this matter. The Committee will be headed by Dean Whitefield, the chairman of the IFC.
Alumni Fund drive goal set at $2.7 million for year

The Alumni Fund of July 1, 1967 through June 30, 1968 has set its goals at $2,700,000 and 25,000 donors. Though the funds are to be used for all purposes, the theme emphasized in the bulletin recently sent out to alumni is housing.

The new men's dormitory donned by Frank S. MacGregor '07 is in final stages of engineering drawing. At a meeting of the MIT Corporation Friday, MacGregor was introduced and thanked. He spent the afternoon touring the campus.

Smith appointed to Edinburgh post

Professor Robert A. Smith, Professor of Physics and Director of the Center for Materials Science and Engineering, has been appointed Principal and Vice-Chancellor of Heriot Watt University in Edinburgh, Scotland. The post is equivalent to that of president at an American university.

Heriot Watt University is one of the two universities in Edinburgh, and is, like MIT, oriented toward the sciences.

Prior to his appointment in 1967 to head the Center for Materials Science, Professor Smith was Professor of Physics at the University of Sheffield and head of the Physics Department at the Royal Radar Establishment.

Prof. Smith is a Fellow of the Royal Society, of the American Academy of Sciences, and the American Institute of Physics, and a Commander of the Order of the British Empire.

Dick Barrymore appears in "The Last of the Ski Bums"

John Hancock Hall 360 Storrow Street, Boston

Friday, Oct. 26, 1967, 8:30 p.m.
Tickets $1 at door or call PA 7-5125 for reservations. Aspens at White Mountain Ski Resort.

RETURN CONVENIENT COUPON TODAY!

And save as much as $100 a year. How?

Simply return the coupon below and learn how only Coolidge-bank brings you a completely NO SERVICE CHARGE Personal Checking Account. Find out how you save the dollars you now pay every month if you have a personal one hundred dollar minimum balance checking account. Look at your checkbook and see what you'd save with a Coolidge-bank account.

And know you'll get unlimited checks with your name imprinted in your choice of three attractive styles. Of course you get a monthly statement from our computers. It could be worth a $100 to you.

On October 13th, Coop members can pick up their share of the annual patronage dividend ($674,000) at any one of the Coop Stores' Cashiers' Desks. Starting November 1, the Coop will begin to mail checks to the members.
Personal Statement On Vietnam

Robert McLaughlin

This summer for the first time, a significant proportion of the American people have begun to turn against the administration’s Vietnam policy. Recent public opinion polls, as well as the fact that unparalleled numbers of Green Berets have ventured to express themselves forcefully, are evidence of this change.

Undoubtedly, the public is perturbed about the duration and intensity of the involvement; it has taken so long and such a heavy commitment to accomplish so little in one half of such a small country; and the prospects are that South Vietnam will not be “secured” in less than about ten more years with an even heavier commitment. Indeed, Israel’s famous general Moshe Dayan, after a five-week visit to Vietnam in 1966, was unable to predict anything but a stalemate.

There are many who are led, because of this frustration, to feel that we are not “winning” because we are pulling our punches. These people say, “Let’s bomb North Vietnam more intensely and get the war over with.”

There is no such simple solution. Even if the North Vietnamese were forced to capitulate, the war would thus far have not been to obscure the fact that the trouble in South Vietnam is due to aggression from North Vietnam. It is true that the United States and the South Vietnamese will somehow have to make peace with the people of Vietnam; we cannot chase away the North Vietnamese aggressors and the South Vietnamese would then be able to resume their normal peaceful existence.

If the situation in South Vietnam had been simply a case of aggression, the war would have been over by now, given the vastly superior fire power of our forces. But the war is far from over and there is now a tremendous credibility gap at home.

Probably few Americans, even now, have read in detail about the role of the American military operations in South Vietnam (I recommend the article by Jonathan Schell, “The Village of Ben Hai,” in the New York Review of July 16, 1967.) For example, in a survey by American forces certain villages are marked for extinction. The pattern of action in such a village is as follows: the village is approached by surprise; men of military age are shot right if they look as if they are running away, otherwise they are held as suspects; women, children and the elderly are sent to displacement camps; and then the entire village is burned to the ground.

In short, American forces are waging a war against the entire rural population in a vast part of the countryside of South Vietnam. And the contribution of the Vietnamese in what we Americans like to think of as our own cause has been negligible, at most. This fact is one that has caused many Americans to ask questions. Free men are disturbed by the lack of any indication that the present South Vietnamese government will ever have control over its countryside without a significant American military commitment.

The second step is to extricate ourselves from Vietnam is to stop the insane aggression that we are fighting a revolution and not an aggression. The second step is to decide whether we are to spend ten years or more in bombing villages and building displacement camps, not to mention killing and being killed, or somehow to come to terms with the political forces within the country. If we face this issue and recognize that we are fighting a revolution and not a war, we will take care of ourselves.

Let me note that our country never again involves itself beyond its borders in a situation that necessitates restoring a nation to its neighbors or to the UN. American operations will not be the instruments and victims of our folly.

In World War II American forces liberated many countries that had been conquered by aggression. After the aggressors were chased away, these countries were again able to govern themselves. The involvement in South Korea was not able to provide this pattern. The aggression doctrine led people to believe that the same thing would happen in Vietnam; we could chase away the North Vietnamese aggressors and the South Vietnamese would then be able to resume their normal peaceful existence.

If the situation in South Vietnam had been simply a case of aggression, the war would have been over by now, given the vastly superior fire power of our forces. But the war is far from over and there is now a tremendous credibility gap at home.

Probably few Americans, even now, have read in detail about the role of the American military operations in South Vietnam (I recommend the article by Jonathan Schell, “The Village of Ben Hai,” in the New York Review of July 16, 1967.) For example, in a survey by American forces certain villages are marked for extinction. The pattern of action in such a village is as follows: the village is approached by surprise; men of military age are shot right if they look as if they are running away, otherwise they are held as suspects; women, children and the elderly are sent to displacement camps; and then the entire village is burned to the ground.

In short, American forces are waging a war against the entire rural population in a vast part of the countryside of South Vietnam. And the contribution of the Vietnamese in what we Americans like to think of as our own cause has been negligible, at most. This fact is one that has caused many Americans to ask questions. Free men are disturbed by the lack of any indication that the present South Vietnamese government will ever have control over its countryside without a significant American military commitment.

The second step is to extricate ourselves from Vietnam is to stop the insane aggression that we are fighting a revolution and not an aggression. The second step is to decide whether we are to spend ten years or more in bombing villages and building displacement camps, not to mention killing and being killed, or somehow to come to terms with the political forces within the country. If we face this issue and recognize that we are fighting a revolution and not a war, we will take care of ourselves.

Let me note that our country never again involves itself beyond its borders in a situation that necessitates restoring a nation to its neighbors or to the UN. American operations will not be the instruments and victims of our folly.

Newly renamed in honor of Horace Sayford Ford, this building houses a large portion of the administrative staff of the Institute. Mr. Ford served as Bursar and Treasurer of the MIT Corporation and was the second largest building in the institution. It now houses more than twenty offices and 750 employees. A portion of the building at age.
Equality and the 'elite'  

By Steve Carhart

Recently the Selective Service System near the Eliot dormitory retured draft cards. Although all college students, was sigificantly reduced by Congress, no deferments were retained, henceforth, for all students, they may be allowed only in disciplines related to the "national health and safety." It has not been specified whether this phrase includes such disciplines as physics, management, and law.

The debate which led to this compromise dramatically heightened a very difficult national problem which results from a gulf between our ideals of equality and the requirements for highly trained manpower in our modern economy.

Equality today

Our problem, to paraphrase George Orwell, is that all men are equal, but some are more equal than others. Looking at the facts of national survival in today's world, it is immediately apparent that the gulf depends on our economic and military strength which, in these times, depend on our technology and industrial management.

China has a large army, but that army would be useless against a well-trained, well-equipped enemy if it were not for the ironclad transportation system which has assured our existence.

Calls to leave our scientists alone so that they will be able to produce the bombs. In addition, although all schools are supposedly closed in order to make Red Guards available, reports have filtered out that China's technical schools are operating as usual.

A moral need

However, in this country we feel a need to actually unify any system such as Selective Service which makes such extraordinary demands on only an elite of our citizens.

When one hears of high school classmate fighting and occasionally dying in Viet Nam, he must (or at least this reporter does) ask himself what he did to earn enough of an IQ to be in Cambridge. Of course, the Institute isn't exactly in Viet Nam, but its share of the tension too.

One can shut doors here, but it is at Wellesley or in an ESL quiz, but the results are not quite so clear.

Institute vs. army

In the final analysis, the student at the Institute is probably doing the country more good than he would in the military. Of course, deferments raise cries of "inequality;" let us therefore examine our definition of equality. One notion of equality is that everyone should receive the same thing; the other is that everyone should have equal opportunity to earn whatever he chooses.

America's notion of equality has always been the color of the Negro, practice is only beginning to converge on theory. Hopefully, higher education and the positions in society which are available to all citizens having sufficient ability, regardless of whatever the only inequality will be inequality of ability.

The net result of all this would be that not everyone can be happy with what he otherwise is chosen for this problem. We will have to either have different rewards for certain classes and rank informal friction, or otherwise have an intelligent army which will be less effective weapons defending a nation operating as usual.

The Institute has been reacting strongly to the threats.

The Institute has not been specified but our creative "elite" would not wish to be involved in Viet Nam.

It has not been specified that our creative "elite" would be protected and that less valuable men might otherwise.

The attitude, it would seem, has been adopted by our potential allies. In Russia, talent in science excels others from one minister to another. Here Mrs. Latz was born in Leningrad; a minister of that country, she would have had to assume some position from her current position.

Letters to The Tech

Frosh reply

To the Editor: "It is a sad commentary in- deed" to find that the editorialists at The Tech can not be trusted to say anything conclusive, e.g. "Frosh Council Commentary," October 5. A careful reading finds the Tech boldly stating...I have searched the editorial and have found no evidence that The Frosh have illustrated a basic lack of organization in their statements and that the Frosh Council's activities are to be ex- ecuted. Another paragraph at- tends the Frosh's intervention in the dormitory was quelled by a Trojan who quelled the threat. (Please turn to page 5)
Letters to The Tech

(Continued from Page 4)

Collegiate Sampler

To the Editor:

Since 1960 the Collegiate Sampler program has primarily entitled thousands of student, faculty, and staff members in the Boston area to save money while at school by giving free admission to theaters and plays as well as discounts at restaurants and shops. In seven years there have been remarkably few incidents involving an establishment not honoring their contract.

We are pleased to announce that the Esquire theater chain is at present once again honoring their contract which does expire September 30, 1968, but not September 30, 1967, as previously reported by their general manager.

The statement that the Esquire theater chain offers half price with or without a Collegiate Sampler to student, faculty or staff members appears also to be erroneous.

Although this incident at the Esquire chain was not our fault, we will contact us at the address in the booklet, we will offer at least one coupon of equal or greater value at no charge.

We would like to thank MIT students who notified us of Esquire's breach of contract so that we were able to have rectified the situation in a short space of time.

With every good wish for a successful and money-saving year to all Tech students.

Kenneth C. Barron for the Collegiate Sampler

Tiddlywinks

To the Editor:

Can somebody please tell me how an MIT activity can become sufficiently developed to warrant funds from Flibboard? The MIT Tiddlywinks Association is sending a team to Waterloo, Canada at the end of October to the North American Tiddlywinks Championship being held in conjunction with the Univ. of Waterloo's Tenth Anniversary Week, and we are counting on Flibboard's demonstrating to us that there is an advantage to being an official MIT activity, that bureaucracy has its purpose. But no, 1/2 years growing on our own, and we are not militarily developed, yet I know that two years ago, in order to help develop a new activity, Flibboard financed the 12-man (9 of our side) Debate Club to the tune of $5,000. Moreover, I know that our organization is proudly pointing to in order to show freemasons the wide variety of activities MIT has to offer and I know also that MIT is also looking for publicity which our appearance in Waterloo (which will most likely be on Canadian National TV) will certainly provide.

More than a jape against Flibboard, this letter is a plea to the MIT Community to help us raise the $200-$250 we will need to send an 8-man team to Waterloo. I appeal to any organizations on campus with some money (like the Debate Club?), but much more to my fellow-students. Anything is welcome and will be used only towards bringing the North American title back to the US.

Thanks very much.

Peter Wallman '68
Committee to assist fraternity colonies establish on campus
(Continued from Page 1)
National fraternity chapters from establishing their own colonies on campus. Neal said that formation of the Committee was in part propelled by inquiries which the IFC had received from several national organizations.
Neal said that he hopes that groups planning to form colonies would be made up of students from several different classes. The attempted formation of a colony of Phi Sigma Delta national faltered last year in part because members of the colony came from only one class.

Administration favorable
The administration, especially Kenneth Wadleigh, Dean of Student Affairs, feels that there is at present a favorable atmosphere for formation of fraternity colonies. Any groups interested in forming a colony should contact either Tom Neal or Dean Wadleigh.
Dr.ashop opens with two one-act plays
The MIT Dramashop opens its season next Friday and Saturday, October 13 and 14. An interesting evening will be provided with the showing of the one-act plays, "The Dirty Old Man," by Lewis John Carlino and "Skittonette" by Ronald Tavel. Following the performance at 8:30 pm in the Little Theatre of Kresge Auditorium, there will be a critique and coffee hour. Don't miss this opening performance—it's free.

TALKING ROCK
By Steve Grant

The most important single person in rock recording, aside from the performer, is the producer. George Martin has had a large part in shaping the Beatles' music. Andrew Long Gilham (also known as Sandy Beach) has done the same for the Rolling Stones. How do they coordinate all the functions in a recording session, often having suggested and selected the material beforehand with the group. Serving as every-thing from artistic guiding hand to overseer of the engineering, he can have all-important impact on a record.

Early work with Beach Boys
One of the most talented such men is a 26-year-old Californian named Gary Usher. In 1962 he made his debut on the national scene in a group called the T-Bees (not the same group that did the Alvin-Schiff commercial), which also included friend Roger Christian. The T-Bees were an inspired hot-rod/surfing group. During that period Usher, Christian, and Brian Wilson became close friends, often sitting in and helping out on each other's recording sessions (as Mick Jagger has done on "All You Need Is Love" and other Beach Boys songs).

Christian wrote "Shut Down," "Little Deuce Coupe," "Don't Worry Baby," and six albums cuts in conjunction with Wilson, plus "The Little Old Lady From Pasadena," "In My Room," and eight others. Usher, it appears, had a more significant influence on the Beach Boys. He and Wilson enjoyed his style of falsetto singing, a now the Beach Boys' trademark, and in 1964 Usher was brought in as an assistant producer to Nick Venet and Brian Wilson, while Christian to loved independent pursuits.

Work with the Byrds
After Allen Stanton left Columbia Records (he has since re- turned), the Byrds were without a producer. Looking for someone to help enlarge the "freaky" sound they were aiming for, they wanted someone to keep perspectives in harmonic, music, they hired Usher and put out the album "Turn! Turn! Turn! Yesterday," it is a credit to Usher's versatility that songs as far apart as "Older Than the Beatles" and "Time Between" can appear together on this album. One is the single "So You Want to be a Rock 'n' Roll Star," "My Back Pages," "Help! You Seen The Face," and "Lady Friend" followed (These five releases comprised all of Usher's work so far with the Byrds.) Ironically, the success of these singles has taken a marked downward trend, peaking at sequentially at 28, 73, and 82, respectively. It is the expectation that the album "Younger Than Jesus" will have better commercial luck since it is a non-English speaking country.

Perhaps Usher and the Byrds will turn to recording the singles "So You Want to be a Rock 'n' Roll Star," "My Back Pages," or "Help! You Seen The Face," and "Lady Friend" followed. (These five releases comprised all of Usher's work so far with the Byrds.) Interestingly, the success of these singles has taken a marked downward trend, peaking at sequentially at 28, 73, and 82, respectively. It is the expectation that the album "Younger Than Jesus" will have better commercial luck since it is a non-English speaking country.
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movie
Poitier dominates shallow, boring film
by Ray Perring

Adaptations from television's horrendous pedagogue, Mr. Novak, will seem rather meager in comparison to "To Sir, With Love," which portrays an English schoolteacher's efforts to help a group of boys understand that school can be more than an exercise in rote learning. Although Poitier never appears to be a Great Britain Shinnick, he manages to make the plot meander rather meanderingly to the point of being dull. And while viewing Sidney Poitier in "To Sir, With Love," one can't help but feel that the plot happens to be Ford Motor Company, it can be a distinctly giant happens to be Ford Motor Company. We could grow bigger together. Poitier's personal performance in the film is the only nucleus to which the rest of the film's performance is attached. Although Poitier's acting is fine, the rest of the cast is not up to par with his performance. The movie is drags on and on, and the audience is left with a feeling ofemptiness.

Rebellious animals
Put down by the world, Mark Thackery (Poitier) must yield to pragmatic interests by seeking employment as a high school teacher in a London slum. A pragmatist by nature, Thackery is a gentle, soft-spoken but forceful, sensitive man who is often misunderstood by his students. He believes in the importance of education and tries to instill a sense of pride and dignity in his classroom through his teaching. But as in all boy-makes-good stories, Thackery finds it difficult to change the minds of his students, who are often resistant to his efforts. Thackery's personal performance is the sole nucleus to which the rest of the film's performance is attached.

But as in all boy-makes-good stories, Thackery finds it difficult to change the minds of his students, who are often resistant to his efforts. Thackery's personal performance is the sole nucleus to which the rest of the film's performance is attached.

Communications engineer by profession, the genre-teacher has been asked to evaluate his teaching at the framework. within which Sidney Poitier displays his skills.

Professor E. E. Hagen, Department of Economics and Political Science, will speak at the first meeting of Viewpoint today at noon in the East Lounge of the Student Center. Hagen is the author of "Theory of Social Change," which stresses the importance of personality and sociological factors in determining the rate of economic growth. He will present a psychological interpretation of the personality factors and their roots, which may be causes of the riots and unrest in American cities this summer. He believes that the causes for the disturbances are in American history and American family life. The ideas that the riots resulted from present poor conditions is correct, but somewhat superficial and incomplete, in his view.

An evening of new jazz will be presented by the Archie Shepp Quartet at Kresge Auditorium, MIT, this Wednesday evening, October 11, at 8:30 p.m. sponsored by stations WTRA, Shepp, WJMC, Boston's, and the late John Coltrane, has been turned into a brash characterizations of London life. Poitier's personal performance is the sole nucleus to which the rest of the film's performance is attached.

But as in all boy-makes-good stories, Thackery finds it difficult to change the minds of his students, who are often resistant to his efforts. Thackery's personal performance is the sole nucleus to which the rest of the film's performance is attached.

In addition, Mr. Shepp will give a lecture, sponsored by the Humanities Department of MIT, on the general topics of music and black America. The lecture will be given at 4 p.m. Wednesday afternoon preceding the concert in Kresge Library Lounge, Building 26-35, MIT.

Tickets are available in the lobby of building 30, MIT. For information and reservations call 22 4400, ext. 204.

What's it like to work for a giant?

Depending on the giant. If the giant happens to be Ford Motor Company, it can be a distinct disadvantage to be a communications engineer by profession, the genre-teacher has been asked to evaluate his teaching at the framework. within which Sidney Poitier displays his skills.

Charles E. Reed joined General Electric as a research associate after receiving a Ph.D. in Chemical Engineering from M.I.T. Today he's Vice President and General Manager of the Chemical and Metallurgical Division.

Decision-maker? You bet! But every M.I.T. graduate gets his share of meaningful scenes which involve the viewer in the lives of the characters, the plot attains only the shallowest heights at the conclusion. The most notable aspect is purely technical. A last series of composite stills skillfully conveys the essence of a possibly bankrupt school outing to the museum.

"To Sir, With Love" is not the orphan that is so widely prevalent, but neither is it an engaging film that fizzes in the mind. Better thematic development or more editing would certainly enhance the framework, within which Sidney Poitier displays his skills.

Poitier's personal performance is the sole nucleus to which the rest of the film's performance is attached.

Nuclear Engineer

Which M.I.T. man is a decision-maker at General Electric? (They all are)
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The marked diversification of interests present within the undergraduate population at MIT has in the past two years added new dimensions to the functioning of the activities programs. According to Al Singer, chairman of the Activities Council, about thirty-five per cent of the undergraduate student body now actively participate in activities other than athletics and student government. With growth, the activities program has more need than ever before for effective coordination and management in all parts of the university.

Activities Council and the AEB

The Activities Council is composed of nineteen activity leaders, thirteen of whom represent permanent numbers, and six of whom represent rotating members. The thirteen permanent members are large activities which the remaining structure is somewhat dependent, and include organizations such as ILSCD, The Tech and Tech Engineering News. The remaining six positions are held by organizations of smaller scale, and it is through these six positions that the majority of groups express their opinions.

The AEB is composed of a number of members elected by the council, and is directly responsible for the maintenance of the activities program. Presently, the AEB serves as a fact-finding and advisory board to the Activities Council, offering policy suggestions. The AEB is also responsible for investigation of irregular activity and operation. To afford as much autonomy as possible to the activity groups, the AEB exercises its investigative mechanisms with prudence, and only where mismanagement or questionable ethics is involved.

A Philosophy

The AEB emphasizes a two-way mode of responsibility to the formation of activity policy. An activity must provide an education opportunity not available in the classroom which will challenge each individual involved. Secondly, it must manage its resources, both human and material, to make a valuable contribution at reasonable cost to the MIT community. It is upon these two principles that the activities program of the Institute is built. In all policy discussions, these two requisites are the guidelines.

A BRIEFING ON INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

When you hear the term 'integrated circuit,' what do you think about? Probably a transistor which, packaged in a small, hermetically sealed tube, affords a hun- dreds of times improvement in performance over the old vacuum tube. Perhaps you think of a microcircuit which, when surgically placed to the brain, helps control epileptic seizures.

It's also possible you might think of the time you'll need to spend working on a project proposal to rent the zero-point of the earth. The aim of the project would be to determine how much money a billion dollars will cost you.

Either way, the technical field of integrated circuits has as much breadth as it has depth. 

This week's presentation, sponsored by the Graduate Student Council, was held in the whatsit building, room 3-24, where some of the project proposals were on display.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

October 30 & 31
Contact College Placement Office to arrange interview appointment.

Some of the current openings at Hughes:

Electro-Optical Engineers
Microcircuit Engineers
Space Systems Engineers
Microwave Systems Engineers
Guidance & Controls Engineers
Spacecraft Design Engineers
Weapon Systems Engineers
Components & Materials Engineers
Circuit Design Engineers
Product Design Engineers

For additional information, please contact your College Placement Director or write: Mr. Robert A. Martin
Head of Employment
Hughes Aerospace Divisions
11540 W. Jefferson Blvd.
Culver City, California 90230

U.S. Citizenship is required

An equal opportunity employer

Do you think a bright young engineer should spend his most imaginative years on the same assignment?

Neither do we.

That's why we have a two-year Rotation Program for graduating engineers who would prefer to explore several technical areas. And that's why many of our areas are organized by function—rather than by project.

At Hughes, you might work on spacecraft, communications satellites and/or tactical missiles during your first two years.

All you need is an EE, ME or Physics degree and talent.

If you qualify, we'll arrange for you to work on several different assignments—and you can help pick them.

You may select specialized jobs, or broad systems-type jobs. Or you can choose not to change assignments if you'd rather develop in-depth skills in one area.

Either way, we think you'll like the Hughes approach.

If you're interested, we'll arrange to meet with you for interviews. And if you're interested, we'll be interested to meet you.

Hughes Aircraft Co.
Division of General Dynamics
Culver City, California 90230

An equal opportunity employer
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Betas, SAE win easily

By Joel Hermannstein

Regular season play ended Saturday for Intramural Football as Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Beta Theta Pi continued their unbre-tanted, unscathed ways. SAE swept to a 31-0 triumph over Delta Upsilon eight. Bruce Wheeler '70 again maneuvered the Saels to the win. SAE struck early as Rich Freyberg '69 got open for the clearest of the first series. Wheeler hit Don Rutherford '66 for six more and completed the first-half scoring with a long pass to Minot '69.

Delta Upsilon couldn't get their offense going, and the SAE's offensive attack was too much for them. Rich Freyberg '69 went over the Ten for six points and converted the extra point.

In the Division II counterpart, the Betas surged to a 28-0 victory over the ever-tough Deltas. The game, hard fought all the way, saw the Betas spend most of the game, hard fought all the way, over the ever-tough Delts. The Betas forged a 28-0 victory over the ever-tough Delts. The Betas ended the game with a long pass to Terry Bennett '70. Wheeler passed for three tallies, ran one, and caught a pass for the final score as SAE won 31-0 over DU.

New calendar is proposed, would be fixed, perpetual

By Don Minnig

Americans may be relieved of the need to count their fingers to calculate on what day of the month the Wednesday falls, thanks to the efforts of Dr. William A. Edwards '26. Congress has been asked to approve a new calendar which has been a pet project of his for years.

Roman emperors

As a schoolboy Dr. Edwards learned that the irregularities in the present calendar are due to changes made by the Roman emperors, Julius and Augustus Caesar. In naming two months after themselves, they changed the lengths of July and August from an "unsatisfactory" 30 days to 31 each, thereby reducing February, then the last month of the year, to 28 days.

A 28-day month works a hardship on Americans who are paid by the hour and earn considerably more than in other months since there are 12.5 percent fewer working days than in January or March for instance. They still have to pay bills at the end of the month.

Wednesday falls, thanks to the efforts of Dr. William A. Edwards '26. Congress has been asked to approve a new calendar which has been a pet project of his for years.
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As a schoolboy Dr. Edwards learned that the irregularities in the present calendar are due to changes made by the Roman emperors, Julius and Augustus Caesar. In naming two months after themselves, they changed the lengths of July and August from an "unsatisfactory" 30 days to 31 each, thereby reducing February, then the last month of the year, to 28 days.
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if you don’t fit the mold... where should you work?

FOR THE LABORATORY THAT DOESN’T HAVE A MOLD!

And Avco Everett's that sort of laboratory... a laboratory that doesn’t have a mold... a laboratory run by research scientists. The type of people we are looking for are Ph.D.s who like the academic life, its freedom, its pace, its vast research facilities and its interchanges with the foremost scientists in the country. Avco Everett is looking for the man who appreciates those benefits, but who also wants all the personal advantages of working for a private firm. That sort of man will be happy working with Avco Everett, and Avco Everett will be happy working with him.

Interested? Our investigations range from high temperature gas dynamics, plasma dynamics, aerophysics, atomic physics, reentry physics, magnetohydrodynamics to low temperature physics including superconductivity. If you're in any one of these fields, write Mr. Louis Rudzinsky, Industrial Relations Director. He'll be glad to send you bibliographies and abstracts of our recent publications. Then you'll have a better basis to judge us. We think you'll like what we mean.
For the undergraduate
OUR GOOD-LOOKING BLAZERS

Shown is our new double-breasted model of wool cheviot in a steep twill weave. It is tailored with side vents and brass buttons in easy, and will...is with our classic single-breasted wool flannel model...serve handsomely with our plaid and checked Odd Trousers.

Our Double-Breasted Blazer, $70;
Single-Breasted, $60; Cotton Corduroy, $50
Odd Trousers in Patterned Worsted Flannel, from $26.50; Solid Colors, $23.50;
Calf Length Worn, $21; Others, from $14

Daringly new! Chevrolet's new line of Super Sports for '68.

Computer-tuned suspension systems. Improved shock absorbers. New double-cushioned rubber body mounts. They all team up to bring you this smoothest, most silent Chevrolet ride ever. A fresh new idea in ventilation comes standard on every 1968 Camaro and Corvette. It's Astro Ventilation, a system that lets air in, but keeps noise and wind out. You'll appreciate all the proved safety features on the '68 Chevrolets, including the GM-developed energy-absorbing steering column and many new ones. More style.

Pocket-size standOUT

New standOUT pocket-model reference marker by Eberhard Faber makes words, titles, numbers, and main points stand out. In textbooks, reports, maps—on any kind of paper.
Pocket-size standOUT goes with you, marks the important stuff a bright yellow transparent color for easy reference. Won't show through paper, either. At your college bookstore.

standOUT.49¢

Golfers fifth in ECAC, fail to qualify for finals

By Steve Winner

The varsity golfers finished fifth in a twelve team field at the ECAC qualifying round this weekend. Boston College ran away from the competition as its four man team totalled 351. Providence, led by the tournament medalist Dana Quigley who shot 73, was in second place overall with 308. These two schools qualified for the finals at Rehoboth, Long Island next week.

Trailing the leaders were URI at 318, WPI with a 312, MIT at 314, and Worcester State and UMass at 315. The occasion was an informal Country Club which hosted the event with a par 70 and also winterted ideal weather.

Mike McHale '69 led the engineers with a 77. He started off five over par after the first five holes, then shot only one to par in the next twelve. Stepping to the eighteenth hole, he needed only a steady four to be one of the individual qualifiers, but his iron was short and his wedge caught a trap for a double bogey five.

Tom Thomas '69 started out with a string of pars. Getting out he had a 39, only two over par and sixth best in a field of fifty. But on the back nine his putting was off and he shot a 42 for a 81.

Bassano shoots 79

Captain Gerry Banner '69 had a 42-37-79. On the front he had trouble keeping his drives in the fairway and as a result missed many greens. After six holes on the back Gerry was one under par, but he double bogeyed the 14th and bogeyed the seventeenth, both par four.

Don Anderson '69 played in the fourth position for MIT and fired a 77. Four penalty shots spoiled the varsity debut of Anderson who did not play in his freshmen season because of a broken hand.

Perpetual calendar wins support of legislators

(Continued from Page 10)

however. Conversely, employers who pay a monthly salary get less work from their employees during February.

January 0

The first and most essential change in Dr. Edwards' calendar is the creation of a day without a number—"January 0," a holiday with no other name. January 0 would always fall on a Monday, a business day, and all dates would fall on the same day. In addition, a "Leap Year Day" (LYD) or "July 0" would be inserted halfway through the calendar every four years.

Without NTYD, the remaining 361 days could be divided into 52 complete weeks. Each three month period would have 31 days, in a sequence of 30, 31, and 31 days to a month. The civil calendar would be fixed and perpetual.

Guiding support

The legislation promoting the calendar was sponsored by Rep. Spark M. Matsunaga Dem.-Ala., and sponsored by the legislators of two states; Hawaii and Massachusetts. Dr. Edwards realized that the reaction of most Americans to his plan will, at first, be flat opposition, but he is optimistic over the prospects for its gradual acceptance.
Sails fall to Coast Guard

By Bill Michals

On Sunday, the sailing team fell to a strong, well-coached Coast Guard, which won in light variable winds at the Coast Guard Academy. Sailing for Tech in the varsity division were Captain Dick Smith '69, and second-year varsity man Steve Milligan '70, co-steering one boat and Dave Chanoux '68 and Dave McCue '71 co-steering the other boat. In the Junior Varsity Division Tony Pecoraro '70 co-steered with Dave Goodwill '89, while Pete Nelson '71 and Pete Roustow '71 co-steered for the Frosh. In the first two races in each division, MIT was second, with a narrow lead over Coast Guard. However, in the next varsity race, Coast Guard prolonged the close tacking of Captain Dick Smith '69, and second-year varsity man Steve Milligan '70 to secure Tech boat finished ninth. Dick was unable to prove that the Coast Guard boat would have been able to evade him by reacting sooner or more efficiently and was thus disqualified. Just as in the Dunsmore Trophy two weeks ago, MIT was faced with a difficult comeback. Going into the last two races of series, they were in fourth place.

To face a strong second

The varsity boats lost the come back, but were unable to gain on Coast Guard, who once again did well in the light shifty winds at the Coast Guard Academy. The Frosh continued its consistent racing and was thus disqualified. Just as in the Dunsmore Trophy two weeks ago, MIT was faced with a difficult comeback. Going into the last two races of series, they were in fourth place.

The final Frosh scores were: Harvard (50), MIT (51), Dartmouth (49), and Brown (41). The Junior Varsity did not fare as well and placed fourth in their division. The cumulative totals were: Coast Guard (131), MIT (130), Harvard (131), Dartmouth (49), and Brown (41). On Thursday the varsity was able to regain the Oberg Trophy, which represents the Greater Boston Championship.

Tech nine tops Hawthorne twice;
Wheeler. Montgomery get wins

By Joe Angland

Friday afternoon saw the Tech baseball team sweep a doubleheader from Harvard and in so doing make their fall season percentage to 1-0. The team had little trouble in the first game, winning it 5-1 behind the pitching of Bruce Wheeler '71. Both teams were complete command all the way, and counted victory behind the four run cushion the team built up. The second game was more hotly contested. Herman Mayfirth '70 started the game and gave a strong performance during his five inning stint. Unfortunately, Tech sluggers had some difficulty mounting an attack, collecting only 4 hits in the first five innings. As a result, when Mayfirth gave way to Pat Mostrom '71, the team was down 2-0. The bat came alive in the bottom of the sixth when the squad jumped on Hawthorne pitchers for two quick runs. Then, with the score knotted 2-2, Jim Reid '80 became the slugging hero of the game, blasting out a three run homer which put the team on top for good. Things got even better, however, in the top of the seventh as Hawthorne tallied twice, cutting the margin to one run. The in the end, with the tying run being thrown out at the plate.

Tech nine now 5-1

With its fall season drawing to a close, the team has compiled a 31 record and is.

Trinity stops kickers, 6-0;
Jayvees smash Stevens

By Ron Clyde

Saturday was a dismal day for soccer varsity at Briggs Field, at least from the viewpoint of the engineering side. As the final score indicated, Trinity College fielded a well-rounded squad, capable of both an aggressive offense and a tight defense.

The Trinity goalie had an easy time as their defense managed to keep most of the shots on target. The offense was able to get at least one shot on goal.

The Trinity goalie had an easy time as their defense managed to keep most of the shots on target. The offense was able to get at least one shot on goal.

Tech tops Mt. St. Vincent, 5-1

By Scott Ramey

The soccer freshman team began its fall season Saturday, October 7, with a 5-1 loss to the Trinity squad. Experiences was in obvious favor to the Tech side. The Trinity squad was incapable of mounting more than a few pressured attacks.

Because of the serious outclass, the Beaver eleven were able to concentrate on their opponents as most every player on Trinity outweighed his Tech counterpart. They also averaged a few more inches in height over the Tech players.

Despite the obvious advantage of Tech's lack of organization.
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